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Abstract

To see that a LAN really may become a bottleneck, let
us perform a little numerical exercise. Let us assume that
300 users are working concurrently, each of them needing
5 minutes (= 300 seconds) in the average to perform one
(workflow) step. This means, that in the average one step is
executed per second. Let us further assume, that in the average 10% of all users have the appropriate role to execute a
certain step. That is, this step should appear in the worklists
of these users. Assuming a packet size of 100 byte, we will
need approx. 4 packets for transmitting the worklist entries
and respective acknowledgements, in total 30 -4 . 100 byte
= 12 KB per second. If we further assume that the selection
and execution of one step requires the transmission of 300
KB of input data and produces the same amout as output,
then 12 KB + 600 KB = 612 KB = 4.9 megabits of pure
data per second have to be transferred in average. Taking
all the additional overhead into account this would already
lead to an overload for a simple Ethernet-based LAN. In
general, due to the potentially large number of individual
messages, even very expensive high-speed LANs may become overloaded for a larger number of users.

If the number of users within a workjlow management
system (WFMS) increases, a central workflow server (WFserver) and a single local area network (LAN) may become
overloaded. The approach presented in this paper describes
an execution environment which is able to manage a growing number of users by adding new servers and subnets.
The basic idea is to decompose processes into parts which
are controlled by different WF-servers. That is, during the
execution of a workjlow instance its execution (step) control may migrate from one WF-server to another: By selecting the appropriate physical servers (for hosting the
WF-servers) in the appropriate LAiVs, communication costs
and individual WF-server workload can be reduced significantly.
1. Introduction
Since a couple of years there has been a growing interest
in using WFMS for implementing process-oriented application systems. As the benefit of such application systems
increases with the number of applications being served, the
number of workflow applications and WFMS users within
a company will significantly grow year by year once it has
started to go that way. Thus, the question arises how to manage large numbers of users (may be even tens of thousands
[9]) and high volume data transfer (e.g. in conjunction with
multi-media applications) within a WFMS.
Most existing systems use a central WF-server. It is easy
to see that it becomes a bottleneck and will be overloaded
under a high load. To reduce the load of the WF-server it
can be replicated. This method can be used in combination
with our approach (section

Our approach to solve this problem is to distribute the
load by using several subnets. Not every decomposition
of a single LAN into subnets leads to the desired result,
however. In figure la, for example, three subnets are used.
Since all WF-servers belong to LAN 1, this subnet is burdened with the full communication load. The existence of
the other subnets (LAN 2 and LAN 3) does not lead to any
load reduction for LAN 1. The same problem appears, if we
assume that in figure lb WI-server S1 has all of its clients
in subnet LAN 3 and W-server Sa has all its clients in subnet LAN 1. In this case, both, LAN 1 and LAN 3 have to
take the full communication load as if they would be in a
single LAN. On the other hand, if in the scenario illustrated
in figure 1 b WF-server S1 has all its clients in LAN 1, Ss in
LAN 2, and Sa in LAN 3, then all communication may take

3.3) and is chosen in [2] (see

section 5), for example. But there remains a bottleneck,
namely the band-width of the subnet of the W-server.
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place locally within the individual subnets. In this case we
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Figure 1. Structure of networks (S: WF-server with its WF-database
GW: gateway (router), DB: database, external data source).
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LAN 3

on the same node, Cl: client,

(clients) can be distributed to the subnets in any way. Because this assumption is not realistic in most cases, restrictions are discussed in section 3.2.2.
The communication costs for each WI-step are caused
by:

achieve a significant decrease in communication load per
subnet.
These examples show that the introduction of subnets
may help to reduce the communication load per subnet, but
it also shows that the WI-servers and clients must be in the
“right” subnet to achieve the desired load reduction. As we
will see later, it is not sufficient to consider workflows as a
whole (each of it being controlled by a single WF-server),
but that we even have to split workflows into parts each of it
being controlled by another WF-server to find satisfying solutions. The development of criteria for “good” and “bad”
distributions, for splitting workflows into parts, as well as
the presentation of a corresponding design method for WF
networks are the main issues of this paper.
One might think that load balancing should be done
by the distributed system infrastructure (e.g. OSF DCE,
CORBA , . . .) and not by the WFMS. Unfortunately this
layer has no knowledge about processes or involved roles.
Hence it can not predict the communication behavior of future steps and therefore its optimizations are less effective
than those of the WFMS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
section 2 the optimization problem and in section 3 the corresponding solution are described. Section 4 analyzes the
efficiency of our approach, especially the creation of subnets and the decomposition of workllows. Section 5 discusses related ‘approaches and section 6 concludes with a
summary and an outlook.

. step offering (SOk): the transmission of the information associated with the step to all users resp. clients
with an appropriate role and their acknowledgement
(SOk are the costs for maintaining the worklist of one
user for step k)
step selection (S9;O: the transmission of the information to the server indicating that a certain user has selected the step and the transmission of the the input
parameters for this step to the corresponding client
worklist refresh (W&E): sending a delete-message for
that step to the other clients to bring their worklists upto-date and transmitting their acknowledgements
result transfer (RTk): the transmission of the output
parameters of an activity to the server and the transmission of its acknowledgement. There is no need for
a 2 phase commit protocol (2PC) to achieve transactional properties. The client stores the result in permanent storage and retransmits it if the corresponding
acknowledgement times out. The WF-server ignores
repeated transmissions. This is a special case of the
last agent optimization of the 2PC [ 151

2. Problem Description

0 migration costs (MI,):
transmitting (transfering)
workflow control information from one WF-server to
another (see section 4.2 for details)

The optimization problem can be sketched as follows:
Given a set of processes consisting of several steps, find a
distribution of processes to WF-servers such that the communication load in the subnets is minimized under the restriction that no subnet, WF-server, and gateway is overloaded. Until further notice we assume that the users

In our approach, the units of distribution are not complete processes, but single steps. This makes sense, because
the sum of the communication costs is smallest if all steps
are allocated at the optimal WI-server (and not only the
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Figure 2. The steps of the process are assigned with the WF-servers A and B. The system decomposes the process in a part for WF-server A and one for WF-server B. At the points the control
changes between the servers, migration steps are inserted.

process as a whole). Therefore it may become necessary
to decompose a process into parts which are managed by
different WF-servers as illustrated in figure 2. That is, during execution a process (resp. its control) may migrate from
one Wl-server to another. If this happens, all data of this
process instance is copied to the subsequent WF-server and
deleted at the previous one (see section 4.2 for further details).
For estimating the load of each component we make two
simplifying assumptions at the moment, for a more sophisticated model we refer to section 3.1. Firstly, the execution
of steps should be distributed equally during the time period T. Secondly, each user with an appropriate role should
have the same probability (independent of its subnet) for
selecting a step. Concerning the W&model itself, we do
not make any restricting assumptions. That is, the model
may contain AND-branches, OR-branches, iterations etc.
We only assume resp. require, that i??k, the number of executions of step lc during a time period T, can be estimated
(e.g. based on ‘statistical information). Our approach even
works with parallel branches, but (as always) they lead to a
synchronization problem. We do not discuss this in detail,
but we suggest the use of global process variables, because
they require smaller data volumes at migration time than
input/output containers [8] and at step execution time than
electronic circulation folders [ 101. Each variable can only
be modified in one of the parallel branches, in the others it
has to be modeled as read-only variable.
Let Uk denote the number of appropriate users for step
Ic. Thus the step appears in Uk worklists. Once one user has
decided to execute the step, it has to be removed from Uk - 1
worklistsl. We now consider the average communication
load resulting from the execution of step k. At first we look
at the load Cp in the subnet where the WI-server (Sk)

resides:

(Fl)

ck~=~‘(~k’sok+~k+(uk-1)‘wRk+RTk)
The load in the other subnets can be estimated as follows. In total we have Uk users which qualify to execute
step k. If U$ of these users (clients) belong to another subnet z (which does not contain Sk), the probability of step
k to be executed in subnet z is 2. If the step is executed
in subnet z, the parameters have to be transmitted to that
client (#!!I& + RTk), but there is no need to refresh its worklist (-WRk).
Thus the communication load for step k in
subnet 2 can be approximated as follows:
032
c; = 9.
(U; * (Sok
+ w&)
+$(&+RT*-WI-h))

The total load which a process P creates in subnet N is
the sum of the step execution load and the migration load for
the migration steps m. M1: specifies the migration costs
for step m. They are zero, if the subnet N is not affected by
this migration. Thus we get:
(F3)
c~=~c~+gwMI”
The total load of a subnet N is:
CN=CCpN

(F4)

The 1oadPof the WF-servers and gateways is calculated in a
similar way.

3. Derivation of Appropriate Network Topologies and Workflow Designs
The goal of this section is to develop two algorithms for
calculating good distributions of the components. The first
one is used for building groups of users that can be assigned
to the same subnet. The second algorithm makes suggestions for a good distribution of step control to the subnets.

’ The item can be removed from the worklist of the user that has selected
this step without further communication.
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3.1. Basic

Idea

To minimize communication costs, the control of each
stepshould be allocatedin the subnetwith the highestprobability for executing this step. By doing so, the probability
that all communicationremains inside this subnetbecomes
very high. The probability for a certain step to be executed
in a certain subnetcan be approximatedusing the distribution of the users.
We introduce a weight gr (0 5 gq 5 1) for each user i
and subnetz which correspondsto the probability that this
user choosesa step. The weight is used to describethe relative amount of time the user spendsin working with the
WFMS in this subnet. It is usually 1, but can be smaller
if the usershas only a part time job or if the user works in
severalsubnets,for example.
The weights are used for calculating the probability that
a stepis executedin a certain subnet.In a WFMS only users
owning one of the roles of a certain step are allowed to execute this step and the step appearsonly in their worklists.
In our model the subnetof eachuseris known. With this information it is possible to calculatefor each stephow many
“full” users exist in each subnet by computing the sum of
the weights of the appropriateusersfor step k: u$ = C gf .

3. The WF design systemcomputesthe resulting load for
each component(subnet,Wl-server, gateway,...) using the model and additional statistical information.
4. If the load of all componentsis within the targetrange,
the design is completed and sent to the affected WFservers.
5. If a component is overloadedthe model is modified
by the WF designerusing the outcome of the user distribution analysis (see “Assigning Users to Subnets”)
and by computing (assistedby the system) the consequencesof decomposingprocesses(see “Distribution
of Step Control”). The design processis continued at
step 3.
Note, that this analysisis completely done at build time.
That is, it does not disturb running processes. After WF
design has beencompleted,the processexecutionmodel is
generated,it is decomposedinto parts and complemented
with migration steps(if a decompositionhas been selected
by the WF designer),and transmitted to the affected WFservers.

i

3.2. Design

of Processes

So far we have explained the problem and the characteristics of good solutions. In this section we show how
such good distributions can be found. The problem can
be solved by using a closed mathematicaloptimization approach, similar to some of the solutions proposedin distributed databasesfor finding an optimal distribution of
fragment relations [l 1, 14, 51. Taking this approach,one
can find an optimal solution, in principle. The WF designer,
however,hasto specifiy a lot of (ratheruncertain)parameter
and constraint valueswhich makesthis approachrather expensive and thus unattractive. (Further, the practical value
of the computedresult is questionable,too.)
We, therefore, are in favour of an interactive and iterative approach.It starts modeling an (initial) distribution of
usersand WI-servers. By analyzing the resulting load, the
modeling is improved iteratively and interactively until an
acceptablesolution is found.

w
et

Figure 3. Modeling
tially drawn).

3.2.2

of processes

(only

par-

Algorithms

The WF design systemproposes(initial) distributions of
usersand step control. The underlying analysesand algorithms are explainedin the following.

3.2.1. Modeling and Analysis

In our approach,a WF design iterates through the following steps:
1. The WF designer is modeling the processeslike in a
central WFh4S (describingthe organization,data, processes;cf. upper part of figure 3).
2. The WF design systemproposesan initial distribution
of usersand WF-servers.

Assigning Users to Subnets

The following algorithm assumesthat the processesas
well as the users and their roles are known. It computes
“clusters”of userswho can perform the same(or a similar)
collection of steps. Theseclusters are candidatesfor building respective subnets. The algorithm implicitly assumes
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that one startsfrom scratch,that is usersare not yet assigned
to subnets(see “Applicability” for further comments).
The problem is similar to the distribution of attributes
at vertical partitioning in distributed databasesystems. For
this reasonthe following algorithm is adopted from this research area [ 12, 131. First of all we sketch the algorithm
then we explain its meaning and the meaning of the symbols used.

algorithm does not take into account the “quality” of the
clusters. That is, clusters may be suggestedwhich are too
large and thus would lead to a high load in the respective
subnet. In such casesclusters have to be decomposedmanually into appropriate parts (subnets)to achieve the desired
result. If there are more clusters than subnets,severalsmall
clusters must be assignedto one subnet, and if the physical
location of a user prevents him from being in the proposed
cluster, it has to be assignedto another cluster.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

createthe user step matrix useLi
standardizeusesi to USeki
compute the user affinity matrix affij using useki
use the known algorithms to find clusters in Qffij
while (there is a cluster that is.too large)
decomposethat cluster
6. assignthe clusters to the subnets(more than one cluster
per subnet is allowed)
7. change (manually) the assignmentof users to subnets
if necessary(and possible)
The user step matrix use;i contains the weights of the
users @i)2 with respect to their ability of executing a certain step.
e.g. user
iset 1 2 3 4
if user i can
---Istep1 1 0 0 0.5
useij =
executestep k
20110
0 otherwise
3 0 1 1 0.5

Applicability

This simple algorithm presentedhere, assumesthat the
WF design is starting from scratch, that is users are not
yet assignedto subnets. But even if it is used in an existing WFMS environment where users have already been assigned to subnets,the results can give valuable suggestions
for improvementsconcerning the choice of WF-servers and
the decomposition of processes.
Distribution

!A

Then this matrix becomes standardized so that it contains the probability that a user will execute a certain step.
The divisor of the fraction will be unequal to 0, because
Vj : useij = 0 would mean that no user is allowed to execute this step.
user
USeki

=

$$&
w

j

of the Step Control

As already mentioned above, workflows are assigned
to WF-servers at the granularity of single steps instead of
complete workflows. The calculation of the optimal distribution of the step control would have exponential complexity, becauseevery step can be controlled by each WFserver. Our greedy algorithm discussedbelow will not always find the optimal solution, but it will deliver a good
result for the common casesand has polynomal complexity.
The idea is to select at first the optimal subnet for every
step without considering the migration costs. Then for each
single step in a subnet it is checked if it is cheaperto save
the migration costs (MI,) and to assignthe step to the WFserver of the step preceeding resp. succeedingthe current
one, with higher costs for step execution (Sk, RTk) and
worklist maintenance (SOk, WRk). ‘IhiS is alSO done for
all groups of 2,3,. . . steps controlled by one and the same
WF-server. The algorithm can be sketchedas follows:

Now the user aflinity matrix can be created. It contains
the degree of the connection between users. If a cluster
of users has high values in this matrix, they have common
steps and should be in the same subnet. Such clusters of
users can be found with the algorithms described in [12]
and (with a better complexity) in [ 131.
Cuff 1 2
3
4
affij = ~USek; *
* Ek
1 44.4 0
0 22.2
Frequeniy of step k:
2 0 16.6 16.6 0.8
3 0 16.6 16.6 0.8
4 22.2 0.8 0.8 11.5

for each step: assign the WI-server of the subnet with
the most appropriate users
fori= 1,2, . . .
for each group with i steps in the samesubnet:
check if it is cheaperto control that group of steps
by the W-server before or after the current one
if yes: assign the group to that WF-server

Usekj

The algorithm can be easily extended for the case that
some steps are pre-assigned to specific W-servers (e.g.
because of organizational restrictions) and cannot be assigned to any other WF-servers. These steps are assigned
to the dedicated W-server (independentof the costs resp.
the distribution of the users) and marked as “locked steps”.
The algorithm does not consider to reassignthem.

In this example one cluster would consist of the users
1 and 4 and another of the users 2 and 3. Each of these
clusters could be allocated in one subnet of their own. The
2There is no upper index for 9, becauseuntil now no subnet is assigned
to this user.
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3.3. Refinements

Our method achievesscalability by distributing the steps
of the processesamong the WI-servers. If there is only
one relevantprocesswith only one step, however,it is not
possible to distribute anything, becauseone step can only
be controlled by one WE-server. Even though this is not
a typical scenariofor a WFMS, there are severalsolutions
(besidesusing future hardwareand/or future networks):
One solution consists of splitting the process into several
processes.If a process has to serve customers,one could
e.g. assignthe customerswith namesA . . . M to processPI
and N . . . Z to anotherprocessPz. Pr and P2 can then be
controlled by different WF-servers.
Another solution is to extendour approachwith WI-server
replication. Instead of one WE-server for each step, several serversare used in different subnets.Only one of them
may be in the optimal subnet, however, the others have to
be in less suitable subnets. But even in this case the load
can be reduced(see section 4.1), if it is distributed equally
among the WF-servers. This is possible e.g., by randomly
choosing one of these serversfor starting or migrating the
processes.
The external data sources3 shown in figure 1 are a
performance-critical aspect, too. They may also become
a bottleneck. Therefore they have to be taken into account
during the analysis. For this purpose the amount of communication with them has to be estimatedfor each step. It
can be reasonable(where applicable),to use several(independent)databasesin order to keep communicationlocal to
a subnetas often as possible.

4. Efficiency Analysis
In the subsequenttwo sectionswe will analyzethe communicationcosts in different scenarios.At first we consider
the casethat processesare not decomposed,i.e., no process
migration takes place. This means,that all steps of a processare controlled by one and the sameWF-server. Subsequently we will analyze scenarioswith processmigration.
4.1.

Using
Multiple
cess Migration

Servers

without

Pro-

In the following, we analyze the communication traffic
in the subnetswhich is causedby the maintenanceof worklists (Sok, II&)
and the transfer of parameterdata (XSjc,
RTk). We assumethat the processesdo not migrate (i.e.
they are controlled by one WF-server from their beginning
until their termination) which approximatesalso the case
30nly data required
outside the WFMS is stored in external data
sources,becausethere are more possibilities for optimizations (e.g. migration) for data stored in the (local) databaseof the WF-server.

that migration costs are small when comparedwith the step
executioncosts.
In the sequel, we analysethree interesting cases. Some
relatedcasesare mentioned,otherscan be easily derived in
the sameway.
Case 1: All clients are located in the subnet of the correspondingW&server.
Case 2: The majority of the clients is located in the “right”
subnet.
Case 3: The majority of the clients is locatedin the “wrong”
subnet.
For each of these caseswe comparetwo scenarios. In the
first scenariowe haveonly one subnetwith one centralWFserver.In the other scenariowe havetwo subnets,eachwith
a WI-server, connectedby a gateway.This is a scenarioas
describedin section 1. The load in the subnetswould be exactly the same,if there would be more than one WI-server
in each subnet. For reasonsof simplicity we consideronly
two subnets,but the results would be the samefor any number of subnets.
To simplify our analysis we ignore the weights of the
users for a moment and assumethat every client having
the appropriaterole has the same probability for executing the step. Since the data exchangedwith each client
has the same volume (becausesok, Sk, w&, RTk are
equal for all users),there is no needfor counting messages
or data packets. To comparethe load in the different subnets, it is sufficient to count how many clients are involved
in the execution of how many steps for a given set of processes.Figure 4-la illustratesthe casewheretwo processes,
each involving two clients (discriminatedby solid and dotted lines), are executedby one server.In this casewe count
4 “connections”in this subnetin total. Opposedto that, two
servers,eachexecutingone process,are usedin figure 4- 1b.
In this casewe have only 2 “connections”in each subnet.
To simplify the comparison, we assumethat the total
number of processesto be served is equally distributed
among the servers. This leads to equal loads for all WEserversand subnetsand it becomespossible to comparethe
subnetload in the two scenarios.
Case 1: Each client is located in the same subnetas the
WF-server of the correspondingsteps.In this casethe gateway need not to be used and - as each WI-server serves
50% of the processes- the communication in each subnet
is halved. This is the best case becauseall communication
is completely taking place inside the subnets. Figure 4-la
shows that in the scenario with one LAN there are 4 connections between the WF-server and clients, while in figure 4-1b there are only 2 connectionsper subnet. If there
were n subnetsinsteadof two, the load would be ith of the
not distributed case.
Case 2: Here, the majority, but not all clients are in the
“right” subnet. It is evident that this also leads to an im-
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Figure 4. Comparison

of scenarios

with one and two subnets

provementcomparedto having only one net (see figure 42). There are 2 clients in the subnetof the W-server and 1
client in the other one. This leads to 4 connectionsinstead
of 6.
If there were as many clients in the subnetof the WFserveras in the other one, we would save25% of the communication.One can demonstratethis in figure 4-2 by deleting the connectionto Cl1 and Cla. In this case, there remain 4 (2a) resp. 3 (2b) connections. The saving of 25%
is achievedbecausein the caseof a communicationwith a
client in the own subnet(50% of the cases)the other subnet
(50% of the subnets)is not used.
Case 3: Here most of the clients are located in the
“wrong” subnet. Even in this case we save communication as demonstratedin figure 4-3. In this exampleonly 1
client is in the subnetof the WI-server but 2 clients are in
the other one. Even in this unfavorablescenarioonly 5 connectionsare neededinsteadof 6. The saving exists as long
as there are clients in the subnetof the WF-server, because
for communicationwith theseclients the other subnetis not
used.
The worst caseis that all clients are in the “wrong” subnet. Even in this case, however, the subnet load is not
higher than in the single net version. All subnetsare used
for all communications,but this caseshould never occur in
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for different

communication

patterns.

practice. One always could distribute the processes’
in another way, so that at least for some stepsthere is a user in
the “right” subnet. For more than two subnetsin a completely intermeshednetwork there are always subnetswith
a reducedload. Even if all clients are in “wrong” subnets
there are always subnetswhich are not involved in communication for certain stepsbecausethereis no through traffic.
Thereforeour approachis also eligible for unfavorabledistributions of users.
To achievethe best efficiency the usersand the control of
stepsmust be distributed in such a way that as many users
as possible are in the same subnet as the Wl-server that
controls their steps.
4.2.

Using
Multiple
Migration

Servers

with

Process

In this section we considerthe casethat - due to the distribution of users - no single WF-server does really optimally fit for controlling a given process. In such casesit
may be better to decomposethe processinto parts such that
eachof it can be controlled by the optimal WF-server. That
is, we consider the case that after execution of a set Sr of
steps in subnet Nr, the processcontrol is m igrated to another WF-server in subnetNz which controls the execution

input parameter volume:
INk = 300 KB
output parameter volume:
OUT, = 100 =
INST = 1000 KB
total processinstance data:
data transmitted for a worklist entry: WL = 0.1 KB
data transmitted for an acknowledgement(minimal
packet size):
Ack =O.lKB
= 10
appropriate users in subnet Nr :
up
appropriate users in subnet N2 :
up
= 200
= 210
users altogether:
uk
Based upon this information, values for the variables in
the formulas in section 2 can be calculated as follows:

of the remaining set S’s of steps. The crucial question is
whether the reduction in communication load (due to the
migration) is counterbalancingthe migration costs. We can
discriminate three cases:
l
ideal case
l
mixed positive case
0 negativecase
Ideal case: In this case, after migration all clients are
in the same subnet (Ns) as the new WF-server. Thus, after migration, subnet Nl has no communication load for the
remaining steps any more and the load in subnet Ns is the
same as without migration. Given the load resulting from
the migration (CMI = % +MI) - which we have to count
two times becauseit occurs in both the “sender”and the “receiver” subnet - and using formula (F2) we can compute,
how many remaining steps (+ S’z) are needed to make a
migration rewarding. This is the case, if the following unequation is satisfied:
2. CM1 < c c,s”
kc.%
where C Cp describes the savings in subnet Nl, if the

sok

=WL+Ack

%T& =wL+INk

=0.2m

=300.1m

w& = WL + Ack
= 0.2 Id!3
RTk = OuTk + Ack = 100.1 m
MI = INS” + Ack = 1000.1 KB

Now (Fl) can be used to calculate the load in the subnet
in which the Wl-server is located:
cp = 9 * (210. 0.2 + 300.1 + 209 * 0.2 -I- 100.1) KB
= 9 - 484 KB
If the WF-server is located in Ns the resulting load in
subnet Nl can be calculated with (F2):
c,N1= Ek .23~
T
If the WF-server is located in the “wrong” subnet Nr,
the load in Ns is much higher:
C~=+,,lKB

control for the steps Sa = { ss, , . , . ss, } is migrated to the
WF-server in the other subnet.
Mixed positive case: In this case, after migration most
- but not all - clients related to the remaining steps (+ Ss)
are in the “right” subnet (~2 < up). This means that
we achieve some saving in subnet Nl becausesome of the
communication load is now completely handled in subnet
Ns. In subnet Ns, however, the load is higher than without
migration, becausethis subnet is now also burdened with
the communication to the clients in subnet Nl. The decision problem can be formulated as follows: The migration
is rewarding if the following unequation holds:
(F5)
2’Ch&k~;(!C~;C,N’!!ck”<c~;
>

Using formula (F5) we can calculate that the migration
is rewarding if
461- 23) KB
% * 2 * 1000.1 KB < c
BE& ’

’(

With Ek = Em follows (IS’s1is the number of steps in Ss):
2000.2 < IS21- 438
Therefore the migration is rewarding if there are at least 5
stepsin Ss.
The algorithm calculating a distribution of step control
(section 3.2.2) does not directly use unequation (F5), but
it compares the costs with and without migration. A process is decomposedonly if the migration is rewarding. In
this section we have shown that there exist casesin which a
migration is rewarding.

savings in Nl additional load in N2
*2*CMI<
c (c,“z-c,“l)
kESa(*)
As we consider here the casethat u? < ufzJz, expression
(*) will always be positive. That means, having enough
stepsin S’s,migration is rewarding.
Negative case: In this case, after migration most clients
are in the “wrong” subnet (u? 2 up). The analysis is
the same like in the previous case and thus also leads to
the sameunequation (F5). In this case,however,expression
(*) can never become positive and thus migration is never
rewarding (as expected).
The circumstancesunder which migration is rewarding
are demonstratedin the following numerical example: We
assumeequal steps in Ss with the same frequency for each
step (Ek) and for the migration step (Em). They shall have
the following characteristics:

5. Related Work
The approachdescribedin this paper concentrateson the
reduction of communication load in large-scale WFMS environments. To achieve this goal, we use subnets as well
as the decomposition and distributed control (via process
migration) of processes. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no other approachesthat deal with the reduction
of communication load in a WFMS. Hence processinstance
migration was never used for this purpose. For our type
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of application scenario we are only interested in processoriented systems(as opposedto e.g. Lotus Notes), because
in large scale environments the corresponding functionality is needed. Most process-oriented systemsuse a central
WF-server and are therefore not (directly) suitable for our
target environment. In the following we discuss some distributed approaches.
FlowMark [7, 81 is a system with a central WF-server,
but it is possible to executea “subprocess”in another FlowMark system(local domain). If processcontrol shall be distributed, the concept of subprocesseshas to be used, becauseonly subprocessescan be executedat remote servers.
The logic is comparableto a remote procedure call. That is
control returns to the caller after completion of the subprocess.
Exotica [2] uses so called “clusters” to achieve parallelism. A cluster consists of one WF-database and replicated WE-servers. The user has to connect with one WFserver of each.cluster. By replication, load reduction is
achieved for the WF-servers within a cluster. The control
of a process instance stays in the cluster in which the process was started. By selecting an appropriate cluster, load
balancing among the clusters can be achieved, but it may
causelong distancecommunications to the users.
In MOBILE [6] server replication is used, too. The WFmodel is separatedinto several perspectives(organization
structure,control flow, etc.) each with its own database and
its own server. If one of these servers is overloaded it becomesreplicated. Static data of these serversare replicated,
dynamic are partitioned and assigned to only one server.
Scalability is achievedunder the assumptionthat there exist
independentpartitions (e.g. for different departments).Both
approaches(Exotica and MOBILE) do not consider subnet
load. Therefore, processinstance migration is not used.
There are several approaches which do not use WFservers at all. They have in common, that after finishing
a step the processinstance migrates directly to the node of
the following step. Usually a reliable communication system is used for this purpose. The disadvantageis that the
role resolution is only done at the first time when a step becomes available [I]. Consequently,this step is not offered
to userswhich are connecting at a later point in time. In INCAS [4] every step is dedicated to exactly one user. Thus,
there is no need for synchronization, but the functionality
is very limited. A similar approach is used in the Mentor
project [16, 171,where each step is associatedwith exactly
one “entity”. To each entity belongs a WF-server, but it is
only responsible for its local clients. Thus there is also no
global role resolution. Opposed to this, in Exotica/FMQS
[3] a step is offered to all userswith an appropriaterole. Because there exists no WF-server for coordinating the step
selection, a distributed (and therefore expensive) synchronization mechanismhas to be applied. But the problem re-
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mains, that a step is not offered to users which connect to
the WFMS after this step is ready for selection. All these
approacheshave in common that at every step the whole
processinstance migrates.

6. Summary
In this paper we have concentrated on the aspects of
how to optimize the communication load in WFMS environments with a large number of users. We have shown
that with the usageof subnetsand by assigning WF-control
to the “right” WF-servers, the load can be distributed and
thus more users can be served. We have described how basedon easily to obtain information - one can develop algorithms for calculating such distributions.
We have further shown that it can be favourable to not
always treat and control workflows as a whole but to decompose them into parts which are controlled by different
WF-servers. We have analyzed under which circumstances
such a “process migration” is rewarding.
There are further possible improvements of our approach, e.g. dynamic optimization of the step control distribution at runtime. Furthermore several aspectsas the dynamic structural changes of processesat runtime and the
handling of the resulting exceptions or process abortion
with compensationof already executed steps have to be integrated in our approach. This will be subject of our future
work.
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